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GOVERNMENT & LAW PREDICTIONS. AROUND 2025...

1. Citizens possess powerful information to avoid & prevent crime. There is 1 global, 

transparent, democratic police region with shared information about crime and criminals

2. Law enforcement has become much more effi cient. Most law (for example traffi c, 

identity, safety & fi scal law) is software embedded in products, cars, buildings & mobile 

phones

3. There is a virtual cop next to you in your self-driving car. Since your car is a robot, it 

simply cannot drive too fast. The car also automatically reveals your identity in case of 

an accident. Government has to fi nd other sources of income; there are no more fi nes for 

exceeding the maximum speed

4. When you pay the electricity bill for charging your car, the Value Added Tax is collected 

directly by the local taxing government in charge. Most countries have a fl at tax, due to 

global fi scal competition

5. You don’t need to show the train conductor your ticket; a valid ticket reports itself to the 

conductor’s mobile. The conductor can focus on people without a valid ticket

6. Government no longer redistributes wealth. It mostly empowers citizens and companies 

to create their own wealth. Not social security is key to wealth, but personal initiative in 

combination with social mobility

7. Powerless country borders have been replaced by city borders and virtual borders. Cars 

are screened automatically while charging, people are screened while buying something 

that requires identifi cation

8. Undemocratic countries have gained large economic advantage by renovating and 

building infrastructure very fast. Democratic countries faced decline, since their proce-

dures were too slow

9. Western welfare state has collapsed. It was no longer sustainable due to mass immigra-

tion and the growing number of senior citizens. Less social security in the West (the for-

merly rich countries), more social security in the East (since long ‘emerged economies’)

10. China & India are in the top ten of happy countries (right now, Western European 

countries are)
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